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Chapter One
Introduction
The capitalist culture of the United States is based on the myth of the
American dream. Schoolchildren learn rags to riches stories of self-made men like
Benjamin Franklin and Andrew Carnegie. The rise from poverty to wealth seems
dmmting, but the myth of the American dream posits that any person, regardless of
race, creed, or gender, can achieve success ifhe or she is the most ambitious and
determined. But we as a society do not like to discuss the necessarily negative
aspects of an ideology that promises success for few and failure for many. The
majority of Americans do not realize how myths ofthe self-made man and rugged
individualism blind them to the plight of the lower-classes.
An investigation into the treatment of the myth of the American dream in two

very different works from near opposite ends of the twentieth century illuminates the
central importance of the myth in America. F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby is
possibly the most taught book in American schools and is widely recognized as a
central text in the American literary canon. The novel depicts the aspiration and
ultimate destruction of Jay Gatsby, social climber and dreamer whose naYve
allegiance to the myth of the American dream is celebrated at the same time that the
suspect means with which he gains his wealth and the gaudiness with which he
displays it is scorned. Gatsby is remembered not as a shady bootlegger/illegal bond
salesman but as a man with the purest allegiance to a dream. While readers may feel
pity for Gatsby's grand delusions, the book's continued popularity suggests they
usually admire the vigor and vitality of his dream. As we shall see, such readings are
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influenced by the middle-class sensibilities of the majority of readers that make them
susceptible to the romance of Gatsby's illusions.
There are not many books in American literature whose settings and themes
seem more divergent than those in Gatsby and Carolyn Chute's The Beans of Egypt,
Maine. Fitzgerald displays the lives of mostly upper-middle and upper-class
characters whose lives are characterized by boredom, restlessness, cruelty, and in the
case of Gatsby and his narrator Nick Carraway, by daydreams of achieving
transcendence of the human condition. Chute's work, on the other hand, takes place
in Egypt, Maine, a poor, rural town hundreds of miles away from the glimmering
lights of New York that surround Fitzgerald's characters. The characters in Beans
come almost exclusively from the working poor and lower middle-classes. These
books, though different, detail the myth of the American dream's profound influence
on the psyche of their characters.
The myth of the American dream helps determine the worldviews of
characters from different socioeconomic levels in Beans as well as reader responses
to the novel. A Marxist reading can illustrate that the myth of upward mobility blinds
members of the middle-class to the economic hardships affecting the lower-classes
and themselves, which increases class antagonism, helping the powerful elite
maintain the status quo. In this respect Chute's novel is a condemnation of a society
based on an unhealthy myth that promotes animosity and competition rather than the
admittedly coarse and subtle sense of community exhibited in her work.
Fitzgerald's treatment of the same themes works out much differently. While
Fitzgerald, who once proclaimed himself a "pessimist and a communist," would
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probably accept Chute's contention that the belief in the American dream can be
destructive to both community and self when that impossible dream is not realized, he
would still assert that having such illusions makes life worth living because reality is
just too harsh to be palatable. Thus whereas Chute is laying bare the conditions of a
society based on a myth and condemning that society, Fitzgerald's purpose is to show
lat although the dream is just a myth, it is necessary to hold on to it or life has no
meaning whatsoever. The illusion of meaning is most important.
Before analyzing the aforementioned texts in depths, I should discuss the
framework of my analysis. My reading will borrow from Marxist terminology to
discuss the social conditions that make up the very different worlds portrayed by our
authors, but it is not a narrowly-defined Marxist critique. The terminology and types
of analyses conducted by Marxist critics are those that best lend themselves to
exploring these two works.
Hungarian philosopher George Lukacs' writings belong to one vein of Marxist
thought. Unlike Bertolt Brecht, who believed that almost any geme of literature could
achieve political critique, Lukacs believed that realist literature could best lay bare the
socioeconomic conditions that regulate society. Lukacs would probably be much
more receptive to Chute's gritty depiction of indigent rural life than Fitzgerald's
lyrical portrayal of a nigh ephemeral social climber who dares to dream of
transcendence. That is not to say that Lukacs did not empathize with people who
believed in illusions. It was Lukacs who wrote: "For it is no easy matter to look stark
reality in the face and no one succeeds in achieving this at the first attempt... [M]ost
people will look back regretfully to the false but 'poetic' dream of reality which they
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are about to relinquish" (Zelnick 327). Empathy is not the same as acceptance,
however, and although Lukacs would understand the desire to cling to illusions, they
must be discarded if social change is ever to be achieved. In his mind, the world is
defined by the socioeconomic structure that keeps the lower and middle-classes in
check by promoting the idea that the members of these classes are in constant and
:ontinual competition with each other for limited resources. The goal is wealth, which
promises vague transcendence into the mythical world inhabited by the rich, whose
lives are carefree, untainted by the need to labor for survival or worry about money.'
When I write about the middle-class I am referring to the prevailing attitude
among members of that class according to Marxist critics. Middle-class covers vast
cultural and economic territory from wage laborers living just above the poverty line
to some professionals. Many dissenting voices are raised within the middle-class but
for the sake of brevity and clarity I will use the term to refer to majority opinion. The
lower- and working- classes refer to people in the lowest socioeconomic levels,
except for the indigent poor, whose daily existence is defined by the struggle to
survive. The Bean family is a unique part of this diverse group with their own culture
that is sometimes disparagingly referred to as white trash.
I write that American society is based on a myth because in Marxist terms
the American dream is an impossible ideal of a repressive ideology. When I use this
term I am referring to it specifically in connection with the concepts of rugged
individualism and the self-made man. I use the latter exclusive term instead of the
more inclusive self-made man or woman for brevity and consistencies sake, but more
importantly, we all know that cliche from when we were growing up and our parents
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or teachers wanted to discuss an American hero or when they wanted us to believe
that the impossible was possible; a truly American ideal.
The concepts of rugged individualism and the self-made man celebrate the
ability of each American to improve his or her socioeconomic position through hard
work and determination. The Horatio Alger novels are an important touchstone in
understanding the notion of the self-made man. In these novels, and many others like
them in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the protagonist overcomes his
impoverished beginnings to achieve wealth and success through hard work, courage
and determination. Rugged individualism was first coined by former-president
Herbert Hoover, and refers to the belief that nearly all individuals can succeed on
their own and that government assistance should be minimal.
According to literary theorist Lois Tyson, these concepts help to keep the
focus on 'me' instead of on 'us,' thus working against class action and giving us the
illusion that we make our own decisions and are not significantly influenced by
ideology" (56). Not only does the myth of the American dream discourage class
action, it also promotes antagonism within and between the lower-classes. When one
person out of ten improves his or her social situation through 'pluck and
determination,' that still leaves nine impoverished people.
In "The Incest Theme in The Great Gatsby," Stephen Zelnick makes a
comment about the tenuous position of the lower-middle-class that informs an
analysis of both Fitzgerald's work and Chute's: "The petty bourgeoisie [lowermiddle-class] fear desperately the prospect of falling into the proletariat [lowerclasses] (a fear justified by the contingent nature of their social position) and they are
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threatened by the collectivized effort of the proletariat to advance its interests" (329).
This fear of falling profoundly influences the behavior of characters in both novels,
including Myrtle Wilson and Gatsby himself in Fitzgerald's work and most markedly
Lee Pomerleau in Beans. These characters are defined and defmed themselves by
their social positions outside of, but threatened by, the world of poverty, and it is their
de if'

0

transcend social conditions that lead to their inevitable destruction in a

society based on the myth that hard work and determination will be rewarded.
Tyson argues that the myth of the American dream functions to eliminate the
shame upwardly mobile people may feel because of less privileged family and
community members by telling them that "financial success is simply the product of
initiative and hard work. Therefore, if some people are poor, it is because they are
shiftless and lazy" (54). This description posits a biological reason for disparities in
wealth distribution, and it is therefore emblematic of a classist ideology.
Classism "is an ideology that equates one's value as a human being with the
social class to which one belongs: the higher one's social class, the better one is
assumed to be because quality is 'in the blood', that is, inborn" (55). According to
literary professor and critic Roberta Rosenborg, who we will return to later in our
discussion of reader responses to Beans,
Several recent studies suggest a link between class and I.Q. The
implication... is that poor people are poor because they cannot hope to inherit
the genes needed for middle-class life. This view partially absolves the
middle-class from any guilt it may feel about the lower or under classes. It
also sets up an almost irrevocable basis for a static class system. (Notes)
The idea that the middle-class is genetically superior to the lower-classes makes it
easier for members of the middle-class to accept their relatively comfortable lifestyle,
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and it also supports political viewpoints that deny the need for government assistance
to the poor.
When members of the middle-class see the poor as biologically inferior, they
no longer recognize them as real human beings with value; instead the poor are the
undesirable "other." And since the middle-class bears a large tax burden and many of
members are one slip up away from falling into poverty, their angst about moving
down the socioeconomic ladder is understandable. The myth of the American dream
supports the established elite by manipulating the middle-class into believing its
position in society is natural, availing it of any responsibility to the lower-classes.
Up until now our discussion has centered on the relationship between the
middle- and lower-classes, ignoring the psychological impact of the myth of the
American dream on the upper-class. It would seem living the American dream should
be a positive experience. But as we will see in our discussion of Gatsby, being rich
and becoming rich in America leads more often to restlessness and discontent.
Gatsby has long been credited with depicting life during the raucous Jazz Age.
The narrative follows the lives of the established elite and the new rich with glances
into the dark netherworld of poverty and despair surrounding the almost magical
enclaves of East and West Egg. Written in the early 1920s and published in 1925, the
novel was written after World War I; a crucial turning point that would forever alter
the landscape of American thought, and, in turn, American literature. According to
Roger Lewis in "Money, Love and Aspiration in The Great Gatsby,"
[The] laissez-faire democratic ideal that America has always believed it
believed is the product of an age when individual effort counted, when a man
could rise by his own efforts... When the system failed, it was the fault of
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rapscallions and crooks; the vision itself remained ideal ...World War I
shattered this vision. (41)
After World War I, in American literature at least, stories of pluck and detennination
like those of Alger and Franklin lost their meaning because most people no longer
deluded themselves into believing in the myth.
Literature, from Fitzgerald through Ernest Hemingway through T.S. Eliot
through Gertrude Stein, was expressing the feelings of most people after the First
World War; rootlessness, restlessness, despair. The America founded by people
fleeing religious persecution hoping to build the City upon a Hill first referred to in
the Sennon on the Mount and further explicated by John Winthrop seemed an
impossible illusion after the near-annihilation of a generation of young men who died
in a most pointless war.
Lewis goes on to ask, "How do the members of such a rootless, indifferent
society acquire a sense of who they are? Most of them don't" (47). Without the myth
of the City on the Hill regulating the American dream, the myth had lost its moral
standing and all that remained was the desire to achieve wealth. But there is nothing
beyond wealth. It creates nothing except, if you are responsible, more wealth. Thus
the dream after which the middle-class strives is hollow at its core. The dreamers are
reaching for nothing.
Before I begin discussing the myth of the American dream in relation to
Gatsby and Beans I would like to clarify how my viewpoint influences my reading
and also how literature, usually read according to middle-class sensibilities, defines
textual interpretation. Explaining these factors is important because Marxism, again
according to Tyson, "a non-repressive ideology, acknowledges that it is an ideology"
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(53), and Marxist critics seek to clarify their own ideologies to show we are all
products of historical and social circumstances that define our existence.
I am from Augusta, the capital of Maine. The area surrounding Augusta, and
the vast majority of the state outside of the very southern areas, is filled with rural
communities that used to be supported by paper mills, logging companies, small
'ams, and fishing. Rural poverty was a serious problem when these industries were
at their peak, but now that most of the businesses have closed the situation continues
to deteriorate. I grew up as part of the middle-class in Augusta, and I had friends
from almost every socioeconomic level. But many of my friends, indeed most of my
closest, were from working lower-middle and lower-class families struggling for
survival. I never understood how people from all socioeconomic levels could be so
judgmental and unsympathetic to those with less money.
My parents taught me to respect all people regardless of social class. We
would take yearly trips to Monson, Maine, where my father grew up, a small mill
town that at its peak contained around 1300 inhabitants but today has decreased to
around 600. His friends and family members have many similarities to characters in
Chute's novel. To us, poverty never was and never is quaint, as it is to a few
characters in Chute's book. We recognized abj ect poverty as the result of an
economic system that privileged the few by condemning the many. But we also
respected the strong cultural ties that hold together such communities in isolated,
impoverished areas. When I first read Beans, I felt a strong connection to the
characters in the book, including the Beans. This was the first book I ever read made
up of people that closely resembled friends and neighbors from my childhood. My
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reading of Beans is strongly influenced by my identification with the characters that
populate the novel and by my experiences with the socioeconomic conditions that
define the tensions governing the work.
On the other hand, my world was very different from that of the characters in
Gatsby, I remember the feeling of loss and disillusionment that overtook me when I
nished reading the novel for the first time. I also recall that this sadness was
tempered by the surprising amount of hope that emanated from Gatsby himself. Even
then, as a high school sophomore, I recognized the central paradox in the novel, and
one could believe, as Fitzgerald did, in American society itself: the recognition that
our dreams of transcendence from the human condition, our yearnings and desires to
achieve wealth and then to "live happily ever after," are futile and impossible, but that
those dreams are necessary to make life worth living. Otherwise the cruel dark world
that in the last century has seen two world-wars and dozens of depraved conflicts and
which had witnessed the development of weapons that can destroy the world would
be too much to take, leading us all to despair and disillusionment.
Without the hope extolled in Fitzgerald's work by the myth of the American
dream the people who do transcend class boundaries would perhaps not have the
strength and belief to achieve their transcendence. But I always come back to the
question: What of the other people who share that hope but for some uncontrollable
reason, be it geographical location, lack of education or sheer numbers that determine
that there are not enough jobs or resources to make everyone economically stable
(unless the rich give up their wealth willingly, which will never happen in any
society)? I refuse, as I hope my readers would, in spite of any proof whatsoever, to
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believe that there is any biological difference between the wealthy and the poor. And
while hard work and determination are necessary attributes for success, these are not
the factors that make people rich. More often they are: knowing the right people,
near-sociopathic ruthlessness, and sometimes dumb luck that determine the financial
winners from losers.
Like Fitzgerald and Chute, my purpose here is not to prescribe a sociological
program. I have no answers. I only have my experiences and education and an
honest investigation of two disparate literary works that have profoundly influenced
my life and both of which comment on the central myth of American existence. But
as I have already discussed and as my analysis will further illuminate, these
sensibilities I consider my own are made ever more complicated by the ways the mast
majority of us have been trained to read literature.
There is general consensus among literary theorists that the vast majority of
readers and critics work from a middle-class perspective, whether they are aware of it
or not. In Fear of Falling: The Inner Life of the Middle-class, Barbara Ehrenreich
writes, "The ideas and assumptions [of the middle-class] are everywhere, and not the
least in our own minds. Even those of us who come from very different social
settings often find it hard to distinguish middle-class values from what we think we
ought to think" (5). These values we think we ought to have include independence,
rationality and the ability to separate one self from the group, the values promoted by
the myth of the American dream.
Zelnick considers this middle-class perspective to be the main fault in
Fitzgerald's novel. Gatsby "represents exclusively the world-view of the [middle-
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class] and is colored throughout by the extravagant illusions that are a dominant
feature of that social class" (328). He dislikes Fitzgerald's work because it is colored
throughout by illusions, whether through its depiction of Gatsby himself or through
the "lyrical effusions" of its narrator, Nick Carraway. He indicts the novel further
when he declares that "the novel urges us to participate in the despair of the [middleclass], to accept the notion that because the fantastic dreams of the [middle-class]
adventurer are ultimately unattainable, existence is a cruel joke and we are all
doomed to a hideous cycle of delusion" (332). But as Ehrenreich writes, and as we
will discuss later in relation to Beans, the vast majority of readers do read from the
perspective of the middle-class and the values displayed by this class are those of
most readers.
If Fitzgerald was writing from a middle-class perspective to readers with
middle-class sensibilities his themes would be those relating to the middle-class.
Fitzgerald understood that most of his readers were conscious of the myth of the
American dream and the concepts of the self-made man and rugged individualism,
whether they believed in these ideals or not. Otherwise the book makes no sense, as
it does not to Zelnick, a staunch Marxist critic in the vein of Lukacs. The book
investigates these middle-class values and finds they are hollow, but necessary.
Reading Chute's novel from a middle-class perspective is quite a different
project, however. While Fitzgerald recognizes the hollow nature of the American
dream but deems it necessary, Chute condemns it, and it is her attack on middle-class
illusions that helps explain adverse reactions to the book. But Chute offers no clearcut answers either, beyond a vague sense of the importance of community. In fact,
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the resolutions in the book are ultimately muted because they express sensibilities
anathema to those felt by the middle-class readers of the book.
Our narrators, Nick Carraway in Gatsby and Earlene Pomerleau in Beans,
instruct us how to read their respective novels; framing our reading and altering the
ways we interpret events. While both Fitzgerald and Chute are disillusioned with the
dream, Fitzgerald, through Nick, deems it necessary for life to have meaning while
Chute, through Earlene, attempts a more inclusive, if equally impossible, resolution.
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Section One: The Necessary Existence of Illusions:
Gatsby and the Myth of the Dream
Chapter Two
Nick Carraway: Snobbery and the American Paradox
In letters to friends written around the time he was composing Gatsby,
Fitzgerald refers to the novel as being about ''those illusions that give such color to
the world so that you don't care whether things are true or false as long as they
partake of the magical glory" (Stem 165). Fitzgerald himself was in the ultimate
position to attest to the vacuous nature of the myth of the American dream. He was
living the dream, having married his golden girl and having gained entrance to the
exclusive life of the American elite, and he found it wanting. Fitzgerald does not
return to the comfortable if static Midwest of his youth, as he has Nick do, though his
tendency toward alcoholism exposes his utter disappointment with the dream and his
desire to escape his life. To survive in the twentieth century, according to Fitzgerald,
one must be able to reconcile these paradoxes.
In "The Trouble with Nick" Scott Donaldson writes, "Nick Carraway is a

snob. He dislikes people in general and denigrates them in particular. He dodges
emotional commitments ...He is not entirely honest about himself and frequently
misunderstands others" (131). I agree. I also agree with Donaldson that these
attributes make Nick the "perfect narrator" for The Great Gatsby.
Nick is indeed ''within and without," as he claims. His familial connection to
Daisy allows him to penetrate the Buchanan's social circle; a circle originally closed
off to Jay Gatsby, a "Mr. Nobody from nowhere." But Nick is not rich, and he is new
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to the corrupting East. Although he finds himself as part of the Buchanan's elite
social circle, his sense of propriety is reminiscent of a nostalgic vision of an earlier
America regulated by a code of propriety that has no meaning in the new America,
represented in the novel by the East. Although Nick claims at the end that the
Buchanans, Jordan Baker, Gatsby, and himself are all Westerners come east, it is he,
,,:ven more than Gatsby, who is least corrupted by the immoral East. While Nick
shares Gatsby's inclinations towards romance, he is able to differentiate between
dream and reality, unlike Gatsby, and is "within and without" of Gatsby's dream. It is
Nick's double-position as observer and participant, realist and dreamer, that makes
him an ideal narrator for the drama of America that is played out in Fitzgerald's
novel.
Responsible readers do not take Nick at his word when he claims: "I am one
ofthe few honest people that 1 have ever known" (64). Nick is incredibly dishonest
with himself and is very judgmental, but we understand him. He is like some of our
grandparents; concerned with behaving correctly, being polite, but at the same time
condemning the actions of others that do not conform to their notions of propriety.
But we know our grandparents are merely set in their ways, firmly believing in their
code of ethics even if the rest of the world does not. Nick may not be completely
honest with himself and he may misunderstand others, but his code of propriety is
recognizable as one belonging to an older America that no longer exists.
In addition to being a snob Nick is an unaware fool, but again, that makes him
the ideal narrator for a novel about the realities of America and the death of the
dream. Writers have written painstaking essays detailing Nick's sexual ambiguity
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and charging him with covering-up the fact that he is homosexual, while still other
writers give Nick too much credit in the framing of his story. If every writer is
merely "struggling against his own limitations," as Fitzgerald himself once wrote,
then Nick is severely limited and, I believe, does not recognize those limitations when
writing his book.
The very first scene of the novel details an encounter where Nick totally
misunderstands his father's advice, who tells him, "Whenever you feel like criticizing
anyone ...just remember that all the people in this world haven't had the advantages
that you've had" (5). Nick's father had probably noticed that his son had a tendency
to judge people too easily, but instead of recognizing this as a warning, Nick takes his
father's statement to mean that "a sense of the fundamental decencies is parceled out
unequally at birth" (6). And Nick, of course, thinks that his "advantages" mean he
received a large share of the "fundamental decencies." In this context, Nick's
statement much later in the novel that he is "one of the few honest people" he has
ever known is more understandable. He really thinks he is. And although Nick
recognizes that the assertion that not all people are endowed with the same set of
scruples as himself is a quite snobbish one, he does not see it as being wrong. And as
we have already discussed, Nick completely misunderstands his father anyway,
further detailing his ignorance.
Thus I disagree with David H. Lynn, who writes in The Heroes Tale, that
Nick is "aware of the pretentiousness in these opening pages; he invites the reader to
begin judging him here at the outset, to recognize the foundation of his strength... as
well as his limitations" (72). I would argue that Fitzgerald is certainly well aware of
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the pretentiousness and that Fitzgerald is inviting us to judge Nick as he judges
others, but stating that it is Nick who is aware of these things gives Nick too much
credit, and reduces his reliable unreliability.
Gatsby's narrator must be a little naive and a little confused. Otherwise we
would get a very different depiction of Gatsby that does not vacillate between
condemnation and awe as much as Nick's does, and which, if that were the case,
would lose the vitality of its vision. In other hands, as Lynn points out, "Gatsby
might well appear as a bootlegger living under an alias on Long Island, rather than the
romantic hero we in fact encounter" (80). Thus Nick must be a little naIve just as he
must be "within and without," and finally, commensurate with his naivete, Nick must
in some way share in Gatsby's "capacity for wonder," or he would be nothing more
than a foolish swindler.
Nick's ignorance, his "provincial squeamishness" (188), is evident throughout
the book, but it is glaring in his insistence on propriety when attending Gatsby's
parties and in his reaction when he discovers that Meyer Wolfsheim fixed the World
Series. Although Nick is keen enough to note that the Gatsby's partygoers
"conducted themselves according to the rules of behavior associated with amusement
parks," he still insists the he "had actually been invited" (45) and spends half the
night trying to find the host to thank him for the invitation. Nick's misplaced sense of
propriety continues when he apologizes to Gatsby for not recognizing him when he
first sees him and then for feeling ashamed at being one of the last people to leave the
party. A more self-aware person, for example Tom Buchanan, would recognize the
meaninglessness of such gestures in modem America, but such a narrator would also
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see through Gatsby's affectation and condemn him for his pretense instead of
admiring the strength and beauty of his illusions.
Not only is Nick ignorant in social settings where people do not conform to
his traditional code of behavior, he is also naive about the forces shaping the world
around him. When Gatsby tells him that Wolfsheim fixed the World Series in 1919,
Nick is dumbfounded. He writes, "It never occurred to me that one man could start to
play with the faith of fifty-million people-with the single-mindedness of a burglar
blowing a safe" (78). The new America rising from the ashes of the First World War
is very different from the America Nick grew up believing in. According to W.T.
Lahmon Jr. in "The Essential Houses of the Great Gatsby," Nick "is an experienced
man caught in a world more corrupt and resistant to will than his upbringing has led
him to expect" (166). His "provincial squeamishness" makes him socially awkward
and prone to making rash judgments, but it also makes him the perfect filter through
which the fate of the American dream will be displayed.
Nick writes that only Gatsby "was exempt from my reaction-Gatsby, who
represented everything for which I have an unaffected scorn" (7). He wears a pink
suit. His parties are raucous, wasteful and seem to never end. His display of wealth is
gaudy, typical ofthe newly rich, and his formal manner of speaking is so strained and
contrived, that Nick has to manage to "restrain [his] incredulous laughter" (70). As
representative of the established American middle-class, Nick is "a little complacent
from growing up in the Carraway house in a city where dwellings are still called
through decades by a family's name" (184). Nick should abhor Gatsby, as Tom
Buchanan does. But he instead spends most of the novel vacillating between
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admiration and condemnation. That is because, unlike Tom, whose enormous wealth
does not bring him contentment, Nick is not yet completely disillusioned with the
myth of the American dream. He may regulate his life in an attempt to deny it, but he
too possesses some of the romantic inclinations that consume Gatsby.
At the beginning of the novel, Nick's belief in the myth of the American
dream compels him to go East and learn the bond business. He is also inclined to see
the romantic in everyday situations. One of Nick's more absurd reveries occurs when
he is driving into New York with Tom and Myrtle and he feels the world to be "so
warm and soft, almost pastoral, on the summer Sunday afternoon that I wouldn't have
been surprised to see a great flock of white sheep turn the comer" (32). Here Nick's
romantic images are at their most intense and archetypal; they reveal a yearning for a
return to a mythical, pastoral past of infinite beauty and hope that of course never
existed. But Nick still holds on to the illusion of such a past.
In another scene, upon seeing the outside of the Wilson's apartment in the
valley of ashes, Nick writes that, "It occurred to me that this shadow of a garage must
be a blind and that sumptuous and romantic apartments were concealed overhead
when the proprietor himself appeared in the door of an office, wiping his hands on a
piece of waste" (29). This passage serves two functions. The first is again that Nick,
however much he may try to deny it, is a romantic. On the other hand, the romantic
image is undercut by the stark reality of it. There are no sumptuous apartments.
There is only dirty, downtrodden Wilson trying to wipe away the grime from his
hands but only making them dirtier. The undercutting also reveals Nick's profound
naivete in regards to the lives of the lower-classes. The myth of the American dream
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requires that those sumptuous apartments exist, or at least they have the potential to
exist. The myth requires hope. Wilson has none. Nick's naIve reading of the scene
underscores his ignorance as well as his romantic inclinations.
What Nick tries to keep in balance from the beginning is his recognition that
dreams, while necessary to have, are not real and believing in them too much can be
]\'lructive. Thus while he allows himself to have visions of "[picking] out romantic
women from the crowd" of people in New York and "[entering] into their lives, and
no one would ever know or disapprove" (61) he does not follow through on his
dreams. As Scott Donaldson notes, "as that last thought suggests, Nick is too proper,
and too emotionally cautious, to bring his fantasies about strangers to life. Who
would introduce them? He contents himself with vicarious experience instead" (13).
While I would disagree that he has contented himself with vicarious experience; I
think his romantic images and lyrical language throughout displays a yearning to
engage in these experiences, and while I think Donaldson overestimates the real
necessity for propriety for Nick, his point is important. Nick is certainly too
emotionally cautious to believe in his dreams. He believes it is better to have dreams
and not act on them than to have them revealed as impossible illusions; the paradox
of life at the very center of the book. Nick fears believing in his dreams will lead to
the destruction of those dreams and thus of everything that makes life worth living.
Nick's struggle with his own propensity for daydreaming elucidates his
ambiguous feelings about Gatsby throughout the novel. For him, the act of writing of
this book is a coming-to-tenns with the events that so affected him the year before he
gave up on his dreams and moved back home. In spite of his declaration to the
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contrary, Nick spends much of the novel judging those around him, but, as mentioned
before, his judgments of Gatsby vacillate wildly between condemnation and
celebration, which reflects his uncertainty about how he feels about him. Nick knows
he should despise Gatsby, because he does represent everything Nick hates in the
New America; but Gatsby's "extraordinary gift for hope" makes him unable to.
A short catalogue of Nick's vacillations reveals his profound confusion about
Gatsby. His first judgment of Gatsby takes place when Nick has been Gatsby's
neighbor for a month. "So my first impression, that he was a person of some
undefined consequence, had gradually faded and he had become simply the proprietor
of an elaborate roadhouse next door" (69). Nick is ready to dismiss Gatsby as simply
another uncouth, newly-rich West Egg resident.
Nick's interest in Gatsby is later piqued during their ride into New York when
Gatsby tells Nick his life story, which Nick doubts because Gatsby "hurried the
phrase educated at Oxford." Nick is not exactly reserving judgments when he
declares, "And with this doubt his whole statement fell to pieces and I wondered if
there wasn't something a little sinister about him after all" (69). Nick goes from not
caring about Gatsby to being disgusted at his pretense. His disgust is quickly undercut
when Gatsby shows him a medal from Montenegro, which in Nick's mind proves the
veracity of Gatsby's entire story. "Then it was all true. I saw the skins of tigers
flaming in his palace on the Grand Canal; I saw him opening a chest of rubies to ease,
with their crimson-lighted depths, the gnawings of his broken heart" (71). Nick's
reserve, as he calls it, is a fa9ade of disillusionment that protects him from his true
romantic impulses. If he were a truly reserved and non-judgmental person, Nick
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would be able to listen to Gatsby's stories and consider each of them on its own
merit, deciphering the realities from the fantasies.
But Nick is unable, continuing to vacillate between utter skepticism and
complete faith throughout the novel. He admits in the middle of the novel that he
"had reached the point of believing everything and nothing about him" (101). Nick's
belief in Gatsby is all-or-nothing. He does not even consider that some of the stories
may be true while others are false or that parts of each may reflect reality. During the
confrontation scene at the hotel, when Gatsby explains why he cannot rightfully call
himself an Oxford man ("It was an opportunity they gave to some of the officers after
the Armistice"), Nick's vacillations continue. "I wanted to get up and slap him on the
back. I had one of those renewals of complete faith in him that I'd experienced
before" (136). Nick's rush to judgment is at its peak when he finds Gatsby standing
outside ofthe Buchanan's house. Nick believes at this moment that Gatsby was the
driver when Myrtle was killed. "For all I knew he was going to rob the house in a
moment" (143). Far from the pragmatic observer he thinks he is, Nick is a romantic,
no matter how he tries to repress his fantasies. He is not reserved, just as Daisy is not
hollow, as we will see later. They are both afraid of emotions, afraid of believing in
them and the dreams they reflect because they have been hurt before. As Norman
Holmes Pearson notes in "Reading a Novel," "Nick Carraway could recognize a good
deal of himself in the aspiration of Jay Gatsby. He is our surrogate in the novel, our
deputy or substitute" (29). Nick wishes his dreams had the conviction of Gatsby's. As
Susan Resneck Parr writes in "The Idea of Order at West Egg," "For Gatsby, Daisy
and Nick, this turning to illusion and playing of roles is part of an attempt to recover
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the vibrancy and promise oftheir youth" (62). They, like most Americans, are
profoundly affected by the myth of the American dream, and their actions throughout
are governed by their relationship to this dream.
The only real difference between Nick and Gatsby is that Gatsby actually
believes in the myth of transcendence, while Nick's reserved depiction of Gatsby
reveals that he, like Fitzgerald, is consumed by the paradox. As Ross Posnock points
out in "'A New World, Material Without Being Real'" Fitzgerald's Critique of
Capitalism in The Great Gatsby, Gatsby is "at once defined and limited by social
bonds and conventions, and possessed by the desire to be powerfully autonomous"
(202). While Nick may share Gatsby's romantic sensibilities, his portrayal is heavily
influenced by his conviction that reality will eventually squash all dreams. Nick
writes, "There must have been moments even that afternoon when Daisy tumbled
short of his dreams-not through her own fault but because of the colossal vitality of
his illusion" (101). This reserve is Nick's and not Gatsby's. Gatsby says or does
nothing to warrant it. Nick appreciates Gatsby's dream, but he cannot comprehend the
absolute vigor ofa dream that ignores reality in favor of fantasy. Nick is a romantic,
but not a hopeless one.
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Chapter Three
Daisy Buchanan: The True East Egg Story
In The Great Gatsby, Fitzgerald places more responsibility on Daisy
Buchanan than any person can hope to fulfill. She is not the "hollow" creature
unworthy of Gatsby's affections that some critics make her out to be. Daisy is
"affected," as Nick correctly asserts, but he completely misunderstands why. She is
not that way out of snobbery, but rather because of her disillusionment with the myth
of the American dream.
Undue responsibility is placed on Daisy and women in general when they are
seen as symbols and not as people. As Pearson asserts, "[Daisy] represented, as Helen
did in other myths, the final expression, in woman, of all the mysterious beauty and
the undefined satisfaction of man's longing" (Critical Essays 28). The muse cannot
speak for itself, as Daisy cannot, and it cannot be responsible for the dissolution of a
dream when the dream is impossible and corrupt from the very beginning, as is
Gatsby's. The muse is a symbol and not a fallible human being. In "The Great
Gatsby: The Final Vision," Christiane Johnson sees the dream as being tied "to the
deceitful attraction of the girl who is both too fragile and too corrupt to carry it"
(114). The girl is indeed too fragile to carry the dream, because Daisy is nothing more
than a rich Midwestern girl come East. She does not deserve to be the depository of
man's desires, just as Helen cannot really be blamed for starting the Trojan War.
They are only human, after all. It is not Daisy who is "too corrupt to carry" the dream,
it is the dream and America itselfthat are too corrupt. Thus, when critics condemn
Daisy, they are blaming her for America's and Gatsby's problem. Ifanything, I'd
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think it was don't blame the muse, blame the muser. And when critics lambaste Daisy
for her affectations they either ignore or completely miss the valid reasons behind
them.
If Daisy is hollow and corrupt, then what are we, as readers, to make of her
comment after giving birth to her first child and discovering that Tom is nowhere to
be found, presumably off cavorting with his present mistress? "I'm glad it's a girl.
And I hope she'll be a fool-that's the best thing a girl can be in this world, a
beautiful little fool" (21). Many critics take this statement to describe Daisy herself,
and indeed Nick depicts her that way. Early in the novel Daisy tells Nick that she's
"been everywhere and seen everything," and then "flashes her eyes around" like Tom
and laughs, "Sophisticated-God, I'm sophisticated!" Nick narrates,
The instant her voice broke off. ..I felt the basic insincerity of what she had
said. It made me uneasy, as though the whole evening had been a trick of
some sort to exact a contributory emotion from me.. .In a moment she looked
at me with an absolute smirk on her lovely face as if she had asserted her
membership in a rather distinguished secret society to which she and Tom
belonged. (22)
Instead of reading through the snobbery of what Daisy says to see that she pulls
herself together and is feigning happiness, at the same time she is mocking Tom, for a
judgmental cousin she hardly knows.
As Sarah Beebe Fryer notes in "Beneath the Mask: The Plight of Daisy
Buchanan," "Nick's keen observations of her behavior demonstrate not that she is
unable to feel and express strong emotions, but that she deliberately avoids them,
because she recognizes the pain they can entail" (154). A fool does not know she is a
fool. Daisy has been devastated by believing in the myth of the American dream,
believing in the possibility of love and happiness, only to have her dreams shattered
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when Gatsby leaves for the war and proves to be less than reliable. She wants her
daughter to be a fool so that she does not have to deal with the pain of knowing the
futility of dreams in America.
Nick's observations are at their keenest and most revelatory when he
describes the "orchid" woman at the party and Daisy's reactions to her.
Almost the last thing 1remember was standing with Daisy and watching the
movie picture director and his Star. They were still under the white plum tree
and their faces were touching except for a pale thin ray of moonlight between
them .. .I saw him stoop one ultimate degree and kiss at her cheek.
"1 like her," said Daisy. "1 think she's lovely."
But the rest offended her-and inarguably, because it wasn't a gesture but an
emotion. (113)
Daisy idolizes the Star because she appears to have perfected her affectation; her
surface is smooth and unemotional. As an actor the woman is trained to display
affectations as if they were real. Daisy wishes she could be as stoic and unemotional
as the movie star, because then perhaps she would forget how much she hates her life.
Emotions offend her because emotions lead to suffering in a world where dreams do
not come true.
Daisy knows the pain oflosing a dream as a result of her experiences with
Gatsby five years earlier. She fell in love only to have him leave her behind and not
return right after the war to marry her. Before Gatsby arrived Daisy was the "golden
girl" of Louisville. Jordan tells Nick how "all day long the telephone rang in her
house and excited young officers from Camp Taylor demanded the privilege of
monopolizing her for that night, 'anyways for an hour!'" But Daisy's behavior
changes drastically after Gatsby leaves for the war. She goes on very few dates and
when she does it is with "flat-footed, short-sighted young men" (79). She has found
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her love and she prefers men with no prospect of outdoing Gatsby, indicating her
desire to wait for him.
But as a rich, Midwestern girl Daisy is expected to marry a rich man and get
on with her life as part of the American dream, and she wants to. She begins dating
again and, as Nick writes, "all the time something within her was crying for a
!,:cision. She wanted her life shaped how, immediately-and the decision must be
made by some force--oflove, of money, of unquestionable practicality-that was
close at hand" (159). Tom Buchanan comes to represent that force, but her
engagement to another man before she settles on Tom indicates her need for stability,
not any particular affection for Tom. As Fryer states,
Nick's simple descriptions of Daisy reveal her genuine love for Gatsby, her
intense fear of emotions in general, and her craving for stability. The
juxtaposition of these forces suggests the severity of Daisy's conflict: her
longing for personal freedom is expressed by her deep-rooted love for Gatsby,
but her fear of emotions and her need for stability make her cling to her
unsatisfactory marriage to Tom. (158)
Daisy momentarily doubts her decision to marry Tom when she receives a letter from
Gatsby on the eve of her marriage to Tom. In an emotional and drunken stupor she
first tells Jordan to give the pearls, a symbol of her subjugation, "back to whoever
they belong to. Tell 'em all Daisy's change' her mine. She wouldn't let go of the
letter. She took it into the bath with her and squeezed it up into a wet ball and only let
me leave it in the soap dish when she saw that it was coming to pieces like snow"
(81). The intense emotional conflict reflects the depth of her emotions and the depth
of her love for Gatsby. But, as Jordan relates, "half an hour later when we walked out
of the room the pearls were around her neck and the incident was over. Next day at
five o'clock she married Tom Buchanan without so much as a shiver" (81). Daisy
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chooses stability over romance. There is no certainty that Gatsby will follow through
on his romantic intentions, just as there is no certainty that he will be able to provide
for her in a dignified manner even if he does return.
Thus Daisy's sudden renunciation of Gatsby at the end is explicable. Of
course, Fitzgerald needs her to denounce Gatsby to set in motion the events leading to
Myrtle, Gatsby and George Wilson's deaths for Fitzgerald's thematic concerns to
make sense. He can't write about the loss of illusions if his dreamer actually gets the
girl. This isn't Hollywood. But in terms of Daisy's character, the choice makes sense
too. Gatsby does expect too much from her. He wants her to tell Tom that she never
loved him. What Gatsby wants is nothing more than a renunciation of the past. In "F.
Scott Fitzgerald's Gatsby and the Imagination of Wonder," Giles Gunn writes that the
promise of America is that the "Kingdom of God" is being established right here and
that we're getting away with filling it up with Tom's and Daisy's and Wolfsheim's.
"That such a notion is absurd, and Fitzgerald knew it was." Gatsby's plan is doomed
because he wants Daisy to divorce Tom and marry him instead, and for Gatsby that
"is based on his incredible belief that history doesn't matter, and that the past can be
repeated. This is the ultimate flaw at the heart of Gatsby's dream, and, with the dream
itself, it shatters like glass against Tom and Daisy's brutal indifference" (237). I take
exception to Daisy being blamed equally with Tom, but everything else is correct.
That past did exist, and Daisy did love Tom once, albeit in a practical, unromantic
sort of way. Gatsby wants more than Daisy. He wants fairy-tale to be reality. Daisy
knows the two are not the same, and, in the end, her need for stability overcomes her
desire for romantic love.
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If this is a story of America and Daisy represents the incarnation of the myth
of the American dream, then we should consider her emotional state as representative
of the state of the myth in modem America. America used to believe in its own myth
but the destruction of the First World War destroyed that belief. As a result,
American society turned to the one aspect left that seemed to have meaning; money,
and in much the same way, Daisy's dreams of fairy-tale love are destroyed by the war
and she turns to the wealthy and established Tom Buchanan. She knows her life with
Tom will be empty, but at least it will be stable, whereas it is hard to imagine her life
with Gatsby, because their story is a fairy-tale, not reality.
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Chapter Four
Myrtle Wilson and Tom Buchanan:
Middle-Class Aspirations, Upper-Class Realities and the Death of the Dream
Myrtle Wilson
We have discussed the way believing in the myth of the American dream has
a 1JVely affected the lives of Nick, our upper-middle class "provincial" narrator,
and Daisy, the upper-class object of the dream's desire. The myth of the American
dream dominates the thoughts not just Nick and Daisy, but all the characters in
Fitzgerald's novel. Myrtle reflects the incredible pretense and competitiveness
believing in the dream creates in middle-class aspirers as well as the limited nature of
their dreaming while Tom's restlessness comments on the hollowness of the dream.
Myrtle's fIrst appearance shows her characteristics that relate to the myth of
the dream. Nick arrives at Wilson's garage for the fIrst time, ignorant that Myrtle is
Tom's mistress. He describes her, "Her face, above a spotted-dress of dark blue
crepe-de-chine, contained not facet or gleam of beauty but there was an immediate
perceptible vitality about her as if the nerves of her body were continually
smoldering" (30). Whereas Daisy is "floating" and "cool," Myrtle is "smoldering."
The specifIc flowers after which Daisy and Myrtle are named mirror the two
women. As Robert Emmet Long points out in "The Great Gatsby: The Intricate Art,"
"[If] the Daisy is a flower with a bright, petite and particular distinctness, myrtle is an
ivy, growing close to the earth, with no individual distinctness at all" (108). Such an
attribute is beneficial if Myrtle the character did live close to the earth, and her
"smoldering" energy would also be necessary for earlier America whose people
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farmed their own land or staked their own claims in the frontier. In Nick's idyllic and
pastoral America this energy would be an advantage. But in the new America, with
no farm, no frontier and no chance of transcending class boundaries, her energy has
no positive outlet. Thus, as Stem points out,
[Myrtle] indicates the debasement of expectation that is visited by the fever
for wealth-fed by the uniquely American ubiquitous possibility of it-upon the
sense of all that America promises and upon the undeniably vibrant American
energy that tries to rise to the top in pursuit of it. (228)
Myrtle's energy is consumed with achieving the only aspect of the American dream
that remains; the acquisition of wealth. Myrtle is mistaken in believing that she can
become wealthy and moreover, that wealth creates meaning beyond itself.
From her first appearance, when she is inappropriately (inappropriate for the
time of day and location; appropriate for Fitzgerald's theme) wearing an evening
dress during the day in her husband's filthy garage to the end of the evening when
Nick leaves the party, Myrtle changes her dress three times and says she may buy
another one the next day. Nick's description of Myrtle after her third change hints at
her desire to change her life manifesting itself in pretense. "Mrs. Wilson had changed
her costume some time before and was now attired in an elaborate afternoon dress of
cream colored chiffon which gave out a continual rustle as she swept about the room"
(35). Myrtle can put on an expensive dress and "sweep" around a room as if she
owns the world, but that does not change her situation, living in a wasteland with an
impotent husband. It merely comments on her desperate attempt to deny reality, to
believe in the dream.
When Mrs. McKee tells her she likes her dress, Myrtle responds, "It's just a
crazy old thing... Ijust slip it on sometimes when I don't care what I look like" (35).
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It is doubtful even the gullible Mrs. McKee believes Myrtle's lie. The dress is

probably nicer and more expensive than all of her real clothes stored in her Valley of
Ashes apartment, but Myrtle's pretense about her clothes makes her feel that she
exists, and in turn she believes her life has more meaning. She completes her
condescension when she tells Mrs. McKee she'll give her the dress when she's done
with it.
Myrtle's desire to control and acquire things reflects the limitations of her
dream. As Long asserts, "An impression is given through [Myrtle] ...that the middleclass imagination can aspire toward the ideal no further than, say, the possession of a
showier dress or house" (109). Long then considers Myrtle's shopping list for "all the
things [she's] got to get. A massage and a wave and a collar for the dog and one of
those cute little ash trays where you touch a spring, and a wreath with a black silk
bow for mother's grave that'll last all summer." Long writes that "at the height of her
pretending to largeness, the shopping list also comments tersely on her narrow scopethe ash tray, her valley of ashes background; the dog collar, her relationship with Tom
Buchanan; the cemetery wreath, her fate" (110). She is not seeking salvation or even
real self-improvement; just things. Success in the new America means being rich, but,
as Tom Buchanan makes clear, wealth creates nothing and is in fact destructive,
resulting in the void that plagues every character and is a defIning characteristic of the
novel and American society.
In addition to revealing the materialism of the middle-class dream, Myrtle's
behavior reflects the sense of competition and class antagonism mentioned earlier by
Tyson. Instead of working together the members of the middle-class compete with
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each other for attention as well as for limited resources. According to Kermit Moyer
in The Great Gatsby: Fitzgerald's Meditation of American History," the middle class

"wastes its energy in fruitless pursuit of the materialistic and meretricious beauty
embodied most completely in the upper class" (31). Such behavior reinforces the
power of the elite and, if Myrtle were to escape her middle-class doldrums, she would
feel no remorse and no responsibility for those left behind.
Myrtle's "pretending to largeness" is reinforced through her ironic
commentary when the elevator boy fails to return with the ice. "I told that boy," says
Myrtle, and raises her eyebrows in despair "at the shiftlessness of the lower orders.
'These people ! You have to keep after them all the time" (36). Myrtle is one of 'these
people,' but her belief in the myth of the American dream leads to her ironic and
pathetic displays of wealth. Considering Tom's propensity to violence and desire for
control it's surprising it takes him until later in the party, when Myrtle oversteps the
boundary of allowable pretense by daring to yell Daisy's name, to break her nose.
Tom Buchanan
Tom Buchanan represents the established American elite. His wealth is
astounding even to Nick. "He left Chicago and came east in a fashion that rather took
your breath away: for instance he'd brought down a string of polo ponies from Lake
Forest. It was hard to realize that a man in my own generation was wealthy enough to
do that" (10). If Nick, regardless of his particular naivete, is that impressed with
Tom's wealth then it must be vast indeed.
Tom is living the dream as a rich man in America, but Nick's descriptions of
him hint at the hollowness ofa dream based on the acquisition of wealth alone. Tom
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reached "such an acute limited excellence at twenty-one that everything afterwards
savours of anti-climax" and Nick feels that Tom "would drift on forever seeking a
little wistfully for the dramatic turbulence of some irrecoverable football game" (10).
He speaks in platitudes and treats people like chess pieces. For, as Stem notes,
Where can American energy go, Fitzgerald asks, what can it produce, what
can it aspire to but commodities and pretentious appearances without the
gorgeous dream of the idea of America to give it human purpose and identity?
It can only go back to its beginning, duplicating itself in the death of the
dream, in the purchase of more baubles. (227)
Indeed in the last scene including Tom he leaves Nick and goes into a jewelry store
"to buy a pearl necklace-or perhaps only a pair of cuff buttons" (188). Words like
"drifting," "restless," and "cool" are used continually to describe the rich in this
novel, implying the rootless nature of a postwar-American society that, no longer
believing in the myths of the past turns to the one element that can give it the illusion
of meaning; money.
Instead of bringing contentment, being rich and powerful in America brings
nothing but more misery. The destructive nature of Tom's wealth and power is
expressed when he breaks Myrtle's nose, and he is partly responsible for setting in
motion the events that lead to Myrtle's death. At the end of the novel, Nick comments
that "they were careless people, Tom and Daisy-they smashed up things and
creatures and then retreated back into their money or their vast carelessness or
whatever it was that kept them together, and let other people clean up the mess they
had made" (187). In postwar America, wealth, without the religious impulse to give it
purpose, more often leads to destruction when the rich protect their wealth. Again
according to Lahmon Jr., "their social position, their fulfillment and protection of the
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roles they inherit, prompt the Buchanans to their violence, paranoia, restlessness and
brutality" (175). With the myth of the American dream promoting competition and
individual achievement over collaboration and community, it is logical that the
wealthy will inevitably do their paranoid best to retain their power.
According to Fitzgerald, then, wealth is hollow and not worth the effort to
attain it. But middle-class existence is also hollow and would be made even more so
if their dreams were shattered through the recognition of the vacuous nature of the
myth of the American dream. Nick wants to believe in the myth, but his return at the
end of the novel to his middle west of ''the thrilling, returning trains of my youth"
(184) suggests that Nick has given up on the poisoned wealth that enticed him to
move east in favor of the "uniform," if complacent and anachronistic world of the
Midwest. He goes back West knowing the dream is finished with Gatsby's death. In
"Gold-Hatted Lover: The Great Gatsby" Adrienne Gallo writes, "[the]
underprivileged and the unenlightened, like the Gatsbys, who still believe in the
wondrous promise of the past, do not realize that the dream has been destroyed
forever" (55). It is for these characters that modem America is most destructive.
Gatsby and Myrtle are killed because they truly believe in the myth of transcendence.
Thus I would disagree with Lahmon's notion that Gatsby wants only Tom's
possessions and power. He writes, "while it has often been said that Gatsby fails
because he overdreams his possibilities, that's not so. Gatsby's dreams are not
fantastic; all he wants is what Tom has. All he lacks, all that ruins him, is Tom's
power" (174). While Tom's wealth and power are certainly important parts of
Gatsby's dream, it is his belief in the myth of transcendence that destroys him in the
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end. If Tom is unhappy, as I have detailed, than Gatsby clearly does not want what
"Tom has." He is not in search of unhappy wealth, as Lahmon seems to imply. What
Gatsby is after is "high in a white palace the king's daughter, the golden girl" (127).
Gatsby is indeed searching for the sound of money he hears in the "cymbal's song" of
Daisy's voice, but he does not want money alone, he wants the transcendence
promised by money in the old myth of America. He wants the American reality to

conform to the myth of the dream. He wants to repeat the past. He wants the promise
of that old America, which is not a promise of money, it is a promise of happiness,
which Tom does not have. Gatsby is simply too naIve to realize that such an America
cannot exist on wealth alone.
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Chapter Five
Gatsby as America: The Golden Past that Never Existed
Throughout this essay I have related how the state of the myth of the
American dream during the jazz age affects different characters. It would be logical
then to justify my claim, and so, much like Nick, I am going to "clear [any]
misconceptions away" (101). Literary critics often over-imagine the importance of a
given work when they attempt to show that it is representative of a certain timeperiod or nation; a crime of analysis of which I am at times guilty, but there is a
general consensus on Gatsby. In The Liberal Imagination, Lionel Trilling writes,
"For Gatsby, divided between power and dream, comes inevitably to stand for
America itself. Ours is the only nation that prides upon a dream and gives its name to
one, 'the American dream'" (251). A close reading of key sections confIrms that
Fitzgerald meant this book to be a commentary on America and the sad fate of the
myth of the American dream in the aftermath of World War I.
While Nick saves the lyrical passages mythologizing the connection between
Gatsby's dream and America's for the very end of the novel, the sense that these
dreams are one in the same is evoked throughout. As mentioned earlier, Nick's
romantic reveries and his act of moving East to make money in the bond business
signify his belief in the dream and the behavior of every character positions this novel
as dealing with America's failed promise to its people. The end of the book, when
these themes are made explicit, confrrms the building of the sense of the particularly
American nature of the dreams.
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With the closing off of the frontier in the previous century the American
imagination, forever yearning for something greater than reality, lost its most potent
image of possibility and transcendence. With no frontier further west, the strivings
and yearnings of the American people turned back eastward in hope of fmding the
elusive elixir that is the American dream. The novel itself is a playing-out of frontier
impulses in the new frontier. Gatsby's mentor and teacher is Dan Cody, as in Buffalo
Bill Cody, one of the last,frontiersman who brought Western life to the Easterners
with his Wild West Shows, which connects him to frontier life. Gatsby is a "Mr.
Nobody from Nowhere," trying to make it in the wild and corrupt East.
Nick's sense of possibility is expressed in frontier terms. He is walking lonely
and aimless through West Egg when a man asks him how to get to the village. "I told
him. And as 1 walked on 1 was lonely no longer. 1 was a guide, a pathfinder, an
original settler. He had casually conferred on me the freedom of the neighborhood"
(8). Nick's statements do not conform to reality but they do reflect the frontier-theme
Fitzgerald is using in his discussion of the American dream. That Nick, Gatsby, and
the others try to find the dream in the East is both ironic and futile. The closing off of
the frontier symbolized the ultimate closing off of possibilities, only nobody told the
characters in this book. On the other hand, perhaps everyone knows the dream is dead
but they won't admit it, even to themselves. As Stem asserts, "the West is the dream
of the American future in the past, the excitement and newness of youth, when we
and America and the Golden West were young, and the East is the present fact of the
impersonal wealth so passionately dreamed of and in which we cannot find our
expected identities, places, or names" (204). As Fitzgerald makes clear it is better to
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dream of transcendence in a world with no possibility of it than to accept one's
limitations, which leads only to despair.
The East as an ironic frontier of non-possibility and ugliness is expressed in
the affectations ofthe newly-rich who attend Gatsby's parties. Nick observes that the
"air is alive with chatter and laughter and casual innuendo and introductions forgotten
on the spot and enthusiastic meetings between women who never knew each other's
names" (44). This statement is rife with meaning. The "casual innuendo" indicates
the debasement of the morality that Nick believes used to be, and still should be,
central to American identity. Forgotten introductions are a sign of a society rife with
narcissism. This selfish new America is the inevitable end for capitalist cultures that
position each person as a commodity in competition with other commodities. Finally,
the "enthusiastic meetings between women who never knew each other's names"
reflect the affectations America demands of its people. When life is meaningless and
utterly depressing many people do their best to put on a smile and act like they are
jovial; behavior most closely associated with Daisy, as we will discuss later. Others
get really drunk; a constant state for many during Gatsby's "amusement park" parties.
Nick brings the sense of loss of identity and meaning to the foreground at the
end of the book. His "distorted," "El Greco night scene" description of the East
contains an important indictment of American identity. In his "night scene" he sees
that
four solemn men in dress suits are walking along the sidewalk with a stretcher
on which lies a drunken woman in a white evening dress. Her hand, which
dangles over the side, sparkles cold with jewels. Gravely the men turn in at a
house-the wrong house. But no one knows and no one cares. (185)
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The "cold jewels" represent the debasement of the American dream by money and the
hollowness inherent in such a dream. The woman gets drunk because her life has no
meaning. That the men bring her to the wrong house and don't care reveals the lack
of identity of modem American life. The dream is hollow but everyone still wants it,
no matter the expense to others.
Fitzgerald eradicates any doubt in the minds of his readers as to the symbolic
meaning of Gatsby's dream in the final, oft-cited pages of the book. Here Nick's
"lyrical effusions" are at their peak, connecting Gatsby's impossible and corrupted
dream with the impossible and corrupted dream of a nation. Nick watches the moon
rise higher and becomes "aware of the old island here that once flowered for Dutch
sailors eyes-a fresh green breast of the new world." (189). The flower imagery
associates Daisy, the flower that blossoms for Gatsby, with the myth of the American
dream. The maternal "breast" is indicative of women in general and Daisy in
particular when one remembers that Gatsby wanted to "suck on the pap of life, gulp
down the incomparable milk of wonder" (117) when he dreams of Daisy five years
earlier. And finally the Dutch sailors represent the first European visitors to the
Manhattan Island.
The passage continues to comment on the already corrupted nature of the
possibility exhibited by the new frontier.
Its vanished trees ... had once pandered in whispers to the last and greatest of
all human dreams; for a transitory enchanted moment man must have held his
breath in the presence of this continent... face to face for the last time in
history with something commensurate to his capacity for wonder. (189)
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When first witnessed by European eyes, the vast, untouched and beautiful landscape
of what would become America promises to fulfill all of man's greatest desires. But
the dream was corrupted from the beginning. The Europeans who first saw Manhattan
were not seeking freedom from religious persecution like the Pilgrims that landed on
Plymouth Rock ten years later. The Dutch sailors were employees of the Dutch East
lndi" Company, searching for the Northwest Passage to China. Perhaps Gatsby's
story would be quite different if set in Massachusetts, but set as it is in Manhattan his
based on money from the beginning. The corruption of the dream is also implied
through the use of the word "pandering," which is associated with prostitution, with
selling oneself to the highest bidder.
At this point Nick knows the corruption of the myth of the American dream.
Gatsby, however, never does. When Owl Eyes calls him a "poor son of a bitch"
(183) at Gatsby's funeral, his full meaning is clear; the poor, believing son ofa bitch.
Gatsby is destroyed by believing too fully in a dream that is corrupt from the
beginning, and, is already lost to the past. Nick writes,
He had come a long way to this blue lawn and his dream must have seemed so
close that he could hardly fail to grasp it. He did not know that it was already
behind him, somewhere back in that vast obscurity beyond the city, where the
dark fields of the republic rolled on under the night.. .It eluded us then, but
that's no matter-tomorrow we will run faster, stretch out our arms
further ... And one fine morningSo we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.
(189)

Gatsby, the brilliant fool, raised on Hopalong Cassidy and Horatio Alger books,
believes the stories he is told in school that promise he can live the dream if he is
determined enough. He does not know that the dream is never more than a dream.
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None of the characters recognize, as Stem states, that "in leaving their forwardlooking, expectant Middle Western youth, they were leaving in the past, in that youth,
the only place where the desired America exists-in the yearning desires of that
youthful imagination" (204). Nick slowly comes to realize this, as does Daisy, but
Gatsby never gives up on his dream, sealing his fate.
In the modem America envisioned by Fitzgerald, Gatsby has to die. His
corrupt dream still had meaning while it had a moral purpose. But World-War I
shattered the moral backbone of the dream and, as a result, left it utterly hollow and
destructive. NaIve Gatsby never realized that the myth was just a myth that makes
life more meaningful. One should not think that much about it or he or she will be
faced with the American paradox; that the reality of America falls well short of its
promise. Indeed, the best thing to be is a "fool."
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Section Two: Parody and Power in The Beans of Egypt, Maine
Chapter Six
God, The Middle-Class and the Myth
The Great Gatsby and The Beans of Egypt, Maine cannot be much more
different in tenns of setting. Whereas Fitzgerald's work traces the lives of the
wealthy in fashionable 1920s New York suburbs, Beans might as well take place in
another country. The fate of Egypt, Maine is similar to that of many small Maine
towns, also as I mentioned earlier. If there ever was a mill (and one gets the sense
there wasn't) then it is long gone now, leaving behind only lower-middle class
workers struggling to survive, a very few members ofthe middle-class, even fewer
wealthier commuters, and the Bean family, representative as it is of that particular
lower-class known as 'white trash.'
Certain characters in Beans exemplify different socioeconomic positions and
attitudes that infonn the way they interpret class standing. Lee Pomerleau exhibits
prevailing middle-class attitudes toward the chronically poor, revealed through his
comments about the Beans and his brother Loren, who has descended the
socioeconomic ladder, all of which is filtered through his daughter Earlene's parodic
narrative. Beal Bean is a member of the lowest class trying to provide for his wife
and child. Beal and Lee's very different fonns of protest exemplify their attitudes
about the myth of the American dream. Earlene's ultimate inclusion into the Bean
community hints at a lower-class response to the pressures ofthe myth of the
American dream that is muted due to its incongruence with the middle-class values
shared by the majority of the book's readers.
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Lee Pomerleau is a hardworking carpenter constantly struggling to maintain
his middle class status. His actions are seen through the perspective of his teenage
daughter, Earlene, who is raised according to Lee's rigid standards, which he inherits
from his overbearing mother. Earlene continually quotes her father, but according to
Cynthia Ward "her incessant repetition of 'Daddy says' is parodic; ... it establishes a
double-voicedness that calls attention to and thus questions his- and his class'sassumptions and biases" (84). Earlene has not fully internalized her father's middle
class assumptions about the world, and especially about their neighbors the Beans.
This 'double-voicedness' should alert the reader to be attentive to the ideology
informing Lee's assumptions about the Beans.
The very language used in the novels contributes to the different tones and
reveals a lot about the narrators. Nick Carraway's troubles understanding others and
being honest with himself set the ironic tone in Fitzgerald's novel. The book opens,
In my younger and more vulnerable years my father gave me some advice that
I've been turning over in my mind ever since.
'Whenever you feel like criticizing anyone ...just remember that all the people
in this world haven't had the advantages that you've had.' (5)
Nick of course misunderstands his father's advice and the drama of the need for
illusions is underway. While this passage does not fully demonstrate the lyrical and
metaphysical lengths Fitzgerald goes to to articulate the rhythm Nick is reminded of
when he listens to Gatsby's speak. His language is stuffy and while ironic, and one
gets the sense that Nick is a prude from the first line.
In the opening paragraph Chute's "double-voiced" narrator Earlene begins her
parodic story, setting up Chute's drama of embracing the only community there is.
Nick's opening makes responsible readers doubt his credibility until they realize how
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easy it is to filter his judgmental declarations in search of a coherent story. Earlene's
opening, on the other hand, reveals the sometimes comedic and always ironic tone
that will define her narrative, revealing her attitude towards her father's out-of-place
middle-class worldview.
We've got a ranch house. Daddy built it. Daddy says it's called RANCH
'cause it's like houses out West which cowboys sleep in. There's a picture
window in all ranch houses and if you're in one of 'em out West, you can look
out and see the cattle eatin' grass on the plains and the cowboys ridin' around
with lassos and tall hats. But we ain't got nuthin' like that here in Egypt,
Maine. All Daddy and I got to look out at is the Beans. Daddy says the Beans
are uncivilized animals. PREDATORS, he calls 'em (3).
Like Gatsby, Chute's work is a story of East and West. The Western frontier
promising the possibility to capture the American dream no longer exists, no matter
what "Daddy says." Instead Chute's characters live in a world void of possibilities,
which is only accentuated by their isolation in the backwoods of Maine. Some
characters, like the Beans, give up on the myth of the American dream and turn to the
community for meaning in their lives. In fact, the dramatic center of the book is
Earlene's choice between believing in the myth of the American dream and joining
the lower-class community of the Beans. But for Lee the choice is simple, having
been aised to fear God and believe in the possibilities promised by America to all its
people.
The "ranch house" and "cowboy" frontier imagery reflect Lee's desire for
freedom and his belief in the myth of the American dream. As mentioned in the
introduction to this essay, often the closer a person is to falling into the lower-classes
the more that person will cling to illusions to make life less threatening and to give it
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meaning. Lee's musings on ranch life and his attitudes toward the Beans infonn
readers as to how close he is to falling into poverty.
Lee knows what living in Egypt can do to a person, and his illusions keep him
from the despair at the root of his wife's mental illness. When Earlene fIrst sees her
mother, she writes, "A woman is in our livin' room in the rockin' chair, the springs
goin' woinka woinka... Smoke goes out of her cigarette in a tornado shape... She's got
a RED RED mouth" (63). That Earlene does not even recognize her own mother
indicates how long her mother has been institutionalized. Almost all of her actions
consist of rocking in the chair and drinking Pepsi, waiting for the clock to tum so she
can swallow down her anti-psychotic pills. Earlene's grandmother's comments as
well as Earlene's similar struggle with depression later in the book confInns the sense
that despair leads to her mother's illness.
In Egypt, Maine the myth of class transcendence and the belief in God are still

intermingled. As Earlene astutely observes about her fathers car, "On the bumper is
Daddy's bumper sticker. It says ACCEPT JESUS AND YOU SHALL HAVE
EVERLASTING LIFE. The sun shifts on the fender, almost blinds me, like it's God
sayin' in his secret way that he approves of Daddy's nice car" (6). Lee believes in the
myth of the American dream as taught to him by his overbearing, overly religious
mother who plays organ in the church and continually shouts "Praise the Lord!."
Lee's belief in the dream positions him as the middle-class hero, seemingly destined
for success. If the myth of the American dream were real, then Lee would be
rewarded for his hard work and piety, while the sinners, like the Beans, would be
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punished. That this does not happen reflects Chute's worldview and influences
reader-responses to the novel, as I will discuss later.
"Gram" tellsLee, and for that matter her husband and everyone else, what to
think and how to act. Her strong religious impulses, combined with her belief in the

value of hard work are representative of the myth of the American dream before the
First World War destroyed it. He is scared of her, and for good reason. In the
worldview he has thoroughly absorbed, Lee's mother speaks for God and thus
anything she says is absolute truth. In her first appearance in the novel, Gram fmds
Lee and Earlene in bed together, where Earlene gives her father a back-rub before
fallin

leep. While some reviewers insinuate that Gram catches them committing

incest, there is no real indication of it in this scene. It seems unlikely Chute would
deem it n

ssary to write around incest here when she is open and honest with the

incest between Beal Bean and his aunt Robert later in the book. A more responsible
and attentive reading indicates that Earlene and Lee, both lonely and somewhat
depressed, fmd comfort in this human contact. They are merely searching for a little
happiness, when Gram enters and yells, "What's goin' on?" She goes on to shame
Lee, using biblical terms. "Praise God! ...What the Devil loves is a situation where
temptation might come!! He wants you to make room for him, Lee! He hates Jesus!
And they are wrastlin' over you. The Devil, Lee! The Devil is going to get in!! Praise
God! Praise Jesus! (7). The rules of proper conduct, as delivered by Gram, deems
such behavior between a father and a daughter inappropriate. Lee has so internalized
his mother's rules that he "sits up quick" and apologizes to his mother. He may feel

---

----------~
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that he has done nothing wrong, but if God (Gram) says he has, then it must be so.
As I will discuss later Earlene is not so easy to convince.
When Earlene later writes, "Gram always says that what's wrong with my
mother is the works of the DEVIL," (65) the implication is clear. Earlene's mother
has done something wrong to open herself to temptation and to the devil. If the path
o salvation requires hard work and faith in the possibility of transcending class
boundaries and attaining ultimate happiness, then losing that belief certainly leads to
damnation. Grams comments hint that Earlene's mother's mental illness is a cop-out.
Instead of struggling for survival in the hopes of one day living the American dream,
she takes the easier route by giving in to despair and mental illness, spending her days
rocking in a chair chugging Pepsi and popping pills.
The fate of the myth of the American dream is connected, from the first page,
with the fate of Lee Pomerleau. Every great American hero needs an anti-hero,
however, and from Earlene's first description, the Beans are positioned as the
necessary double, exhibiting none of the traits needed for success in the myth of the
American dream. Lee Pomerleau may not recognize it, but he needs the Beans to
exist to make himself feel better and to give his life meaning. For Earlene they
represent a different option from her father's rigid middle-class world-view and her
eventual entrance into the world of the Beans further complicates middle-class
readings of the novel.
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Chapter Seven
Outside the Circle: The Beans and Loren Pomerleau
as "Other" and the Necessary Destinies of Lee and Beal
If Lee Pomerleau represents a middle-class aspirer then the Beans are the
disturbing but necessary 'other' against which he and middle-class readers compare
tllcmselves. American society, supposedly void of rigid class-stratification,
nonetheless displays a sad and sordid history of oppressed others against which the
middle-class 'norm' could define itself. From Native Americans to the Irish to
African-Americans, white middle-class America has needed a scapegoat; a depository
of everything they abhor in themselves and in the world around them.
Beans is no different. In "From Suwanee to Egypt, There's No Place Like
Home," one of the very few scholarly articles written on Beans to date, Cynthia Ward
notes, "Earlene puts her finger on the architectural code informing the construction of
her father's house and the social code informing the construction of her father's
identity... [T]he Beans are not disruptive of the view from Earlene's picture window
but are essential" (84). Lee is struggling for survival and the Beans function as the
unprivileged other.
According to Robert Rosenborg in '''I hate this book:' Middle-Class Virtues
and the Teachings of Multi-Cultural Texts," the Beans "lack three of the cardinal
middle-class virtues: consciousness, progress and property-and for this as well as
other reasons, Earlene [says] they will 'burn in hell'" (3). These comments reflect the
values commonly shared by middle-class readers, as I discussed in the introduction.
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The Beans, on the other hand, are the lazy, shiftless failures in the myth of the
American dream, and Lee reviles them in accordance with his middle-class ideology.
Early in the novel, Earlene gets her mouth washed out with soap because she
crosses over to the Beans' side of the right of way when Reuben Bean is dumped on
the driveway bleeding from a knife wound. The most important thing for Lee is to
maintain his middle-class status and for his daughter to do the same. He admonishes
her, "What those Beans would do to a small girl like you would make a grown man
cry... IfI.ever...ever...ever... see you near them Beans again, you are getting' the
horrible-est lickin' the Lord has ever witnessed" (16). Earlene is trying help another
human being in need of medical attention, but her father, who sees the Beans as
animals, punishes her for crossing class boundaries.
Furthermore, Lee's treatment of Loren shows how quickly the middle-class
can turn on its members who do not maintain their class standing, even if they are
family. Loren has fallen into poverty and, in contrast to his brother, who his sister
and mother consider a "genius," he lets down his family by giving up on the
American dream. Earlene writes, "Uncle Loren don't go to church. Gram says Uncle
Loren ain't accepted Jesus Christ as his savior. We never visit him... When we drive
by, only his kitchen light is on. Daddy says Loren sleeps in the kitchen... that
Loren's big house is as cold as a barn" (17). As mentioned earlier the myth of the
American dream is connected to faith in God in this book. That Loren does not accept
Jesus Christ as his savior implies that he is disillusioned with America's promises.
Unlike Earlene's mother, however, Loren is sane and has to deal with his diminished
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lot. He is ashamed of his situation, but he gets no offers of help from his family
members.
The only people who pay any attention to Loren are his mother, who
constantly criticizes him, and Earlene. "When I look in his eyes, I get a shiver, which
I like. I like scary things, I guess" (17). From a Marxist perspective, this look in his
eyes is hopelessness that comes from giving up on the myth of the American dream.
Loren is so impoverished he can only afford to turn on the light in one room and
cannot heat his house, but he knows he will not get any aid from his family, who have
so internalized the myth of the American dream they do not see their relative as
needing help, but rather as pathetic, dirty and frightening.
When Lee loses his job and can no longer adequately provide for his family
his anger is directed towards the Beans. He looks out his picture window and
declares, "They are the tackiest people on earth" (59). But even then, as Ward writes,
"it is his superior taste that assures him... that he has value" (84). If Lee can maintain
his middle-class sensibilities then he can keep his faith in the American dream and in
his rightful class standing. His attitude contrasts with that of Loren, who becomes
disillusioned with the myth of the American dream and is condemned for it.
The direction of Lee's frustration is consistent with his middle-class
sensibilities as well. Instead of recognizing the economic conditions that allow for
his employers to lay him off whenever it helps their profit margin, he protests by
symbolically attacking the poorest members of society. Lee and Earlene go on to
Bean property to cut down a Christmas Tree. When Earlene tells him they need a
better tree than the one he just cut down, Lee attacks the tree. "He holds the tree
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down with his foot. He hacks. Slivers splash up. The arms of the tree quiver,
struggle. He bashes those limbs with his heel. He jumps all over. He don't stop
actin' this way till the tree's in a million pieces" (75). Lee's protest is even more
significant because he is a carpenter who spends countless hours whittling delicate
wood figurines. He is frustrated because he is failing as a provider, and in turn he
takes his anger out on the raw material he needs for survival, and a tree that belongs
to the members of the lowest class. And only Earlene hears his futile protest, which
is thus muted, maintaining the status quo.
Lee's muted protest contrasts with the very public protest/suicide ofBeal
Bean. Beal fails miserably as a provider for Earlene, who has transgressed class
boundaries to marry him. He shoots out all the windows of the Smith's new home
across the street from his brother's house he lives in with Earlene. The Smiths are a
wealthy family who move in across from the Beans, arriving on Thanksgiving in their
"Mayflower" moving van. Beal re-enacts the racial antagonism between Native
Americans and early settlers, only this time in class rather than ethnic terms.
The police are forced to shoot and kill Beal, but they understand what they are
doing and are distraught by it. In the original version of the book, published in 1985,
Chute writes, "A cop is sobbin', cryin', a large open mouth. Others just close their
eyes" (212). In the "Finished Version" of the novel, republished in 1995, the line has
been changed to, "A young cop looks faint, blinking wildly. Others just close their
eyes" (240). In addition to showing rather than telling what the cops are doing,
displaying a refined writing craft not enough readers give Chute credit for, the new
line also changes the emotions displayed by the cops. That the cop is now "young"
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implies that the older cops, who, it is implied, are the others who "just close their
eyes," are used to such attacks on their friends and neighbors. The younger cop is just
not used to killing those who refuse to follow the rules as dictated by the powerful.
While the cops understand and sympathize with Beal' s anger and his protest it is their
job to enforce the law, which is in place to maintain the privilege of the wealthy elite.
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Chapter Eight
Finding a Home: The Conditions of Acceptance for Donald Goodspeed,
Roberta Bean and Earlene Pomerleau: "No place I'd like to visit"
Not all the characters in Beans have the same sad fate as Lee and Beal. The
relationship between Roberta Bean, Beal's aunt and a sort of lower-class double/role
model for Earlene, and March Goodspeed, the only member of the established
middle-class to appear in the novel, reveals the importance of community to create
meaning when they myth of the American dream does not interfere with one's
thoughts. Earlene's eventual acceptance of her fate as a Bean also hints at the
importance of family and community in the creation of identity and meaning.
Donald Goodspeed and Roberta Bean
Donald Goodspeed moves to Egypt with his paraplegic wife, presumably to
fulfIll another part of the suburban American dream; working in the city while living
in the country. His behavior positions him squarely as a middle-class aspirer, to be
defmed against the comfortable squalor of the Bean family: "Donald Goodspeed, the
celebrated highway engineer, hurries down the hot-top path, to the hot-top driveway
in his point dress-up shoes and asphalt color-suit...He does not say good morning to
Roberta Bean" (108). Goodspeed's artificial attributes contrast sharply with Roberta
Bean, dressed functionally in a man's undershirt and green wool pants, chopping
wood for her fire. Here, Goodspeed reflects the loss of connection with the earth felt
by the upper-classes in modem America. That he neglects to say good moming,
normal behavior for members of the middle-class who often know nothing about their
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next-door neighbors, is an affront to Roberta and all members of such tight-knit rural
communities.
Goodspeed also displays the stereotypical middle-class obsession with
responsibility and punctuality; attributes aspired to by the majority of Chute's readers.
The narrator continues, "Donald was to be in Portland by ten... a site walk for a new
shopping center. It is 10:03. He turns the key. The Lincoln breathes almost like a
human being. Donald pats the folders of papers on the seat. He clicks on the news."
(109). This short passage reveals all that Donald represents and thus why he does not
belong in Egypt. His work is in Portland, the commercial center of Maine, and thus
the opposite of poor, isolated Egypt. His plans revolve around a shopping center; the
hollow, materialistic center of middle-class America that makes a poor substitute for
lost communities. He drives a Lincoln, named after one of the nation's most famous
presidents and thus a symbol of power, but moreover, a symbol of possibility when
one recalls that Lincoln himself lived the American dream; being born poor in a oneroom log cabin and dying as president. Finally, his almost affectionate patting of the
papers on his seat hint that his work is of the utmost importance to him.
But Goodspeed's name and his Lincoln's reliability are belied when his car
fails to start. Roberta Bean offers to help, and Goodspeed's response indicates that he
too views the Beans as something less than human. "'No. In a few moments the gas
will dry out. You just go back to what you were doing.' He is as commanding as a
trainer to a huge but humble dog" (Ill). In typical Bean fashion, Roberta ignores him
and comes to help anyway. Goodspeed's fear of the people that inhabit Egypt is
further underlined while he waits for help:
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With sweaty dread, Donald anticipates four or five of those woolly, squinting
Egypt, Maine, men over on the piazza of the store-fluorescent vests, black
nails, wagging beards-ambling toward him, hailed by Robert Bean. And they
would study him frankly, through the tinted windshield, the way visitors to
hospitals gape through Plexiglass at newborns. (112)
Goodspeed imagines them staring at him as something unnatural because that is the
way he and his middle-class friends would stare at rural "others" in a similar situation
m their turf. But the group of men does not appear. Instead only Roberta returns and
she gets the car started, proving she knows more about his car than he. His reaction,
disbelief, reflects just how little he understands these'others.'
Goodspeed's ignorance of the lower-class virtues keeping the community
together is further underlined when he finds a bag of rabbit-meat hanging from his
doorknob with a note taped to his front door with a "childlike scrawl" reading
"WELCOME TO EGYPT HERE'S A LITTLE PRESENT." While Roberta, "her
consideration bordering on love," (116) means the meat to be a present, Goodspeed
completely misunderstands her intentions. After Roberta again saves him by hauling
his Lincoln out of a ditch, Goodspeed asks her if she "might happen to know which
locals might be wanting to tease" him, referring to the bag of "chicken meat on [his]
front door" (122). Roberta, offended, first corrects him, and then says, "I know you
been livin' in the neighborhood almost a year now, but you know how it is, you're
still the new fella to us all. Massachoosits an' all" (122). Roberta Bean is trying to
welcome a relatively new neighbor in the only way she knows how. Her acts of
kindness are designed to elicit trust and acceptance on the part of Goodspeed. She
only wants to welcome him, but Goodspeed's response, even now is "I have a wife,
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you know" (122), and the "near panic" he feels when he fmally gets home indicates
how he misunderstands of Roberta's intentions.
These doomed attempts at inter-class communication anticipate the end of the
novel, which concludes when Earlene crosses the threshold into the lower-class. She,
like Nick, spends much of the novel ''within and without," parodying her father's
belief in the myth of the American dream at the, same time that his worldview
influences her depiction of the Beans. But as these scenes help to demonstrate, one
cannot belong to two diametrically opposed worlds, and, in the end, Earlene enters
the only world that has meaning in Egypt, Maine.
Earlene Pomerleau
Earlene's narrative is somewhat problematic in its "double voicedness." She
does not take everything her father says at face value, but she is also clearly not a
Bean. For most of the novel, Earlene's worldview rests somewhere between her
father's rigid, competitive world defmed by his belief in the myth of the American
dream and the lower-class community of the Beans. She does not fully belong to
either. This book represents a coming-of-age story where Earlene has to make that
choice.
Thus I would disagree with Rosenborg when 'she writes, "Earlene has
accepted, even after she inexplicably marries into the Bean clan, her father's middleclass prejudices" (Rosenborg 4). Earlene never does accept Lee's prejudices and that
is why she constantly parodies his words with "Daddy says." She even admits it near
the end of the novel. "Did I love that other life or hate it? Gram and God. I never
feared either one. Daddy feared 'em. But me, I weren't never scared enough... nor
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tested enough" (234). While it takes until the very end of the novel for Earlene to
accept her life as a Bean, her "double-voicedness" throughout reflects her struggle
with identity.
When Earlene marries Beal she goes into a catatonic depression and only
speaks when she is dragged out by Roberta Bean, and she only does so to refute
Roberta's claim that they aren't much different. "Don't SAY that! Don't you EVER
say that again" (162)! Earlene is still clinging to some notion of middle-class value
that her father taught her. To admit she was similar to a Bean would be to admit she
was no longer human but had fallen into the damned animal realms of the lowest
class. For most ofthe rest of the novel she remains with the Bean's but continues in a
detached narrative voice.
Earlene's acceptance of her status as a Bean comes at the very end when she
finally admits she is home, thus entering the lower-class vernacular and necessarily
ending the novel, which is written for a middle-class audience unable to understand
the lower-class vernacular. As Ward puts it, "Readers who wonder why Earlene does
not simply reject her life of poverty... and return to her father might attend to the
barely articulated vernacular moments of homecoming in the novel." Earlene finds
comfort in the Bean's hole in the ground in the beginning of the novel. Her gaze into
the dying Reuben Beal' s eyes invited her into that home, and while "most of the
novel charts Earlene's resistance to [the comfort she feels] ... the novel end[s] with
Earlene's final homecoming, which cannot be novelistically represented" (86).
Reuben Bean says he is going to put up blue Christmas lights and leave them up all
year long, which is exactly what Lee criticized when he calls the Beans "the tackiest
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people on earth". Earlene responds that they should only leave the lights up at
Christmas, to which Reuben replies, "No... all the time. It would make this 01' place
real homey." Blue lights left up all year mean home to Reuben, and finally to Earlene.
"He turns his face from me, his face much like the moon, a mask of rocks, no place
I'd want to visit. And yet, somehow I'm already there ... at home" (237). The novel
ends two paragraphs later.
Again according to Ward, "though resisting to the end, she is indeed there,
and the written word ceases as she crosses the threshold. Whatever happens next is
not for a reader's consumption. The vernacular home cannot be represented and
retain its vernacular function. There is no place like it" (87). Earlene finally admits
she is at home as a Bean. Her fall down the socioeconomic ladder is complete, but it
is a fortunate fall. She gives up a life of individual struggle against the forces of
corporate greed and capitalism in favor of a lower-class vision of community defined
by the importance of helping each other.
We see the importance of inclusion when the Bean girls unquestioningly give
Earlene blue cake at the beginning, even though she insults them, at the Bean family
dinners throughout the novel where everyone is included, and through Roberta Bean's
treatment of Donald, to when Beal first talks to Earlene and shows her the miracle of
his puppy giving birth. The vernacular is a lower-class world incomprehensible to
middle-class readers whose world-view is governed by competition and individual
ambition and success. The market ideology of the middle-class has no place in the
community world of the Beans. And that is why the book ends when Earlene admits
she is at home as a Bean.
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Chapter Nine
Why We Can't All Just Get Along: Middle-Class Reactions to Beans
The wealthy elite exploit all members of the lower-classes, whether they be
naIve Midwesterners like Nick Carraway or impoverished members of rural
communities like those depicted in Beans, but each member of the middle-class
thinks he or she will rise above the rest. This belief precludes them from recognizing
their similarity to those just below them on the economic ladder. My Marxist reading
of Chute's novel reveals the negative implications the myth of the American dream
has on society. This type of reading also explains popular misconceptions about the
novel that occur because of middle-class sensibilities that dominate American culture.
Roberta Rosenborg, whom 1 mentioned earlier, teaches a multicultural
literature class at Christopher Newport University, studying works by Toni Morrison,
Leslie Marmon Silko, and Amy Tan among others. She also teaches Beans. Her
students spend seven weeks analyzing different racial, ethnic and religious cultures,
and Rosenborg is usually pleased with her student's ability to deal with difference
whenever it appeared in literature.
She writes: "For this reason, 1 was particularly surprised when a student
approached me and announced in front of her classmates: 'I hate this book. When the
course is over, 1 will give you this book because 1 do not want to keep it in my
library. And a lot of other students in this class agree" (1). The students seemed to
"accept cultural disparity when it was a matter of race, ethnicity or religion, but not
when it was a matter of class". Rosenborg wondered if their "previous openmindedness [was] just political correctness or are class antagonisms more difficult to
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identify and accept in an American society, which theoretically views itself as
'classless'" (I)?
A look into the student demographics in this multicultural literature course
helps to show that often, as mentioned before, the closer the relationship the middleclass has with the lower-classes, the greater the potential for antagonism. Christopher
Newpo University is located in Tidewater, Virginia. The students in the class come
from various racial, ethnic and religious backgrounds. Rosenborg notes that
[t]he majority of the students are often the fIrst members of their workingclass families to go to college. Furthermore, many of the students live in rural
areas immediately outside Newport News and have direct experience with the
rural poor. Sometimes, members of their families have experienced the sort of
rural poverty that we see in Egypt, Maine. (Notes)
A Marxist reading claims these students have so internalized their middle-class
sensibilities they don't even recognize the struggle their own impoverished friends
and family members have endured and continue to endure. Their parents successfully
transgressed class boundaries but they feel no empathy or responsibility for their less
fortunate friends and family still living below the poverty line.
My Marxist reading ofBeal Bean's death scene positions Beal as a victim
acting out against his hopeless economic situation. He releases his anger against the
symbol of the powerful elite he is forced to stare at every day from his tiny blue
house with no electricity. Beal as the proletariat rises up against the bourgeoisie in a
one-man communist revolution, but the middle-class readers in Rosenborg's class
have quite a different take on the situation.
These students "found Beal too threatening, and missed the point. They were
unable to explain why the sheriff cries after killing the destructive Beal. .. The idea
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that the sheriff might sympathize with or share a sense of class solidarity with Beal
was not immediately apparent to middle-class students who disapprove of vandalism
and refuse to view it as a political act" (4). According to the ideology of the
American dream that permeates our society, there is no reason for a political act. If
Beal were determined and able enough, he could overcome his socioeconomic
situation and transcend class boundaries. If he is not successful in this attempt he is
biologically and intellectually inferior and therefore does not deserve sympathy or
respect.
We need to recognize the way ideologies affect the way we view the world
and read literature. A Marxist reading of Beans reveals the negative implications of
the myth of the American dream. This type of reading also explains popular
misconceptions about the novel that occur because of middle-class sensibilities that
dominate American culture. The continued popularity of Fitzgerald's novel, on the
other hand, hints at the importance of the illusions for many people. While Fitzgerald
would accept Chute's contention that the myth of the American dream can be very
destructive, he would still assert the necessity of having the illusions fostered by the
myth in order to make life meaningful. My discussion of the state of the myth of the
American dream illustrates that, for better or for worse, it is an integral part of
American society and our literary imagination.
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